Those with disabilities

Marginalised groups - which
part of the population are we
focus on?

Communities

Are we thinking of different age groups?

Age

Language

Access

We need to come up with ways
of defining what marginalised
means

Definitions of populations

Ethno-linguistic minorities

It always looks too expensive for
governments to focus on the poor

Can we recommend something that
governments will actually deliver on

Challenges for governments

How will ministers deliver for those
out of school?

Acknowledging speed and need to
use tech - we cannot lose sight of
the purpose - technology shouldn’t
dominate - sometimes medium is
the message. What is the medium
for?

Priorities

Connectivity

Spectrum policy - connecting people radio

Spectrum

Accessibility

Inclusive design
Access
Shared vision

Who is nomadic

Differentiated Visually impaired

Shared vision and goal

What are we trying to achieve?

Importance of wireless
What are the objectives of learning?
Especially electricity in marginalised
and rural areas

Infrastructure
How marginality plays out
differently under COVID - those
parents at work less able to
support home schooling

Technology for those who are
ignored

Public (state) v Private
(corporate) interests are not
aligned in the same way

Male household members often
have first priority use of digital tech;
girls doing domestic chores
(Pakistan)

Technologies that people are most
familiar, confident, agency with, that
they own already - social media or
mobile phones

Technology

Practicalities/
infrastructure
Gender divide

Technology is in service of many
things

Unless the people will use the
tech there's no point

Technologies that students can
afford

Affordability

Where the tech is actually used
- and if in house, the intrahousehold dynamics matter

Protection/safety/security

The teachers

For whom? Who is
marginalied

Procurement

Bottleneck at technology
procurement level - lots of red-tape
doing something as a government
initiative - how can governments
expedite these processes

Children stuck to screens
Those that are well researched and
have already been widely culturally
appropriated

Link to broader issues - climate
change, sustainability

Using low-tech resources such
as radio and TV,
Tech linking to mega-trends going
on

The whole person - well-being

Mental health of all education
stakeholders during transition

Governments would 'simply' need to
consider how/where existing lowtech resources can be integrated
into the wider curriculum

To enable people to use tech
for education

Priorities around “wholeness"
Decolonised pedagogies
Voice

The learner
Pedagogy

Equity, scalability, sustainability

SDGS (esp
SDG4)

What kind of policies and
practice for different
communities within countries

It is more expensive to deliver for
the most-marginalied

Parents/Cares/Non-teacher
adults as facilitators

Academics (including EdTech Hub): What
key issues should governments focus on
in using digital technologies in education
post-COVID-19 for the most marginalised

It hasn’t yet worked for the
marginalised

What has worked so far has
benefitted the privileged

NOT more of the same

Counter bias in referring to scale
and sustainability - marginalised
may not benefit from this.

Must think
about the
process

Not just schools - many people
have not been to school, and
some are now missing out on
school through COVID-19

What could we
not have said
six months ago
but can be said
now - focusing
on what is new
knowledge

If tech scales up why doesn’t
culturally specific pedagogy?

Must not be
seen just as
giving people
more tablets must be linked
to wider global
issues

Tension/conflict/paradox between
formal systems and those who have
dropped through them

Return-to-school transition for
most marginalised especially in
view of income disparities that
will come about as a result of
COVID-19 lockdown

Open learning and MOOCS

Need to think critically about
MOOCS and OER and the cultural
baggage that comes with them

Training of teachers and able
effectively to teach with
technology

Who is the designer? If from
abroad would be top down

Are centralised schemes
relevant for those who drop
through them

Not trying to replace - using
21st c tech to replace 20 c
teaching

Pedagogy, content and
training

Necessity to do what we have had
to do over the last four months, but
let's not get stuck in it

Timing issue - interest in trying to do
something fast could work against
something local and focussed within
cultural comfort zones

We need special pedagogy to be
able to teach effectively with tech. It
is not enough for teachers to be
taught how to teach, but they must
be taught how to use technology
appropriately in their teaching

Teacher education to train teachers
to use tech effectively

MOOCs are hegemnonically
designed - not for the purposes of
those they are trying to reach

learning rather than treaching

Is it proprietary?

Make most of development that
has taken place during
lockdown in education
immediately following lockdown

Decolonisation of knowledge northern pressures being pushed
onto other people

Thinking about decolonization of
knowledge and epistemicide
Avoid rushing back into 'business as
usual' education
Language

Synergies - what, for whom,
who are those working on the
ground - how can tech enhance
the positive work being done
prior to COVID-19

Content

Basic national guidelines on what a
curriculum should be

Huge issues - governments set
assessments but many don’t
use them

Assessment often only assess postcolonial content

Shape of curricula - depth vs
breadth, as well as relevance

Appropriateness

Choice of language for
assessment

Content of the materials

Formal and informal
assessment

How to evaluate it

Training governments to know
how to manage and deliver
technology for education

These are not agreed on

Importance of alternative
assessments

Indigenous, tacit, family, and
community knowledges

Need to separate out
qualifications and assessments

Professional accreditation issues

New assessments during COVIUD

Peer-learning in this new digital
environment

During COVID-19 new types of
assessment have been
prpmoted

What do most marginalised need to
know

Appropriate monitoring and
evluation - are children learning;
evidence must be fed back in

If we don’t have reliable data, how
can governments prepare
accordingly

How do we reconcile learning
inside communities with
learning outside them?

Assessments and data

Practical - data - what, how, why,
ownership

Data

Lots of different ways of collecting
it - and putting emphasis on it

Complex issues that relate to many
other factors here

There must be assessment of the
assessment

Role of, and approach to (and
future of?) high-stakes
assessments

Quality

